A SPONTANEOUS COMMUNITY

A Prototype for Havana
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The Instituto Nacional de la Vivienda (INV), the Cuban National Institute for Housing

Strategy

Social Microbrigades with State Support
SERVING BANDS + FLEXIBLE VOID

serving band

void

kitchen
shower
toilet
private & common pipe
vertical circulation
horizontal alley

bedroom
living room
courtyard
other private zones
communal space
public space

INFILL
SUPPORT
MODULAR UNIT

Rule For Dwellers

Construct a curve wall in your dwelling.
VARIATIONS FOR DIFFERENT URBAN FABRIC
Integration of Public & Communal Programs

Structure and slabs as base

Servant Units

Spontaneous Constructions

Roof

Workshop supporting the evolution of the whole project
PHASE 1
basic structure as load-bearing system

PHASE 2
install modular servant unit as necessity for life

PHASE 3
further constructions and evolution by dwellers